Identification with G and R banding of the position of breakage points induced in human chromosomes by in vitro x-irradiation.
The aberrations seen in chromosomes of human peripheral-blood lymphocytes, X-irradiated in vitro, have been analysed in three types of preparations, treated to give G-banding; R-banding; and G-banding followed by R-banding on the same cells. The data from cells subjected to both banding techniques reveals that 30 per cent of the sites of chromosome breakage are situated at he interfaces between dark- and - light-stained bands. The results of all the analyses show that approximately 30 per cent of all breaks were located in either the telomere (19-5 per cent) or centromere (11-3 per cent) regions. Chromosomes rich in R-band material were not preferentially damaged, but chromosomes 12, 15, and particularly 17, were involved in aberrations more frequently than would be expected on the basis of their length. No breaks were found on the Y chromosome in the 114 male cells analysed, but the X did not appear to be spared from damage either in the male cells analysed, but the X did not appear to be spared from damage either in the male cell or the 136 female cells analysed. G and/or R-banding enables a much more accurate analysis of aberrations than can be obtained from the use of conventional staining techniques, and with these methods, it is shown that the numbers of induced asymmetrical and symmetrical exchanges are similar.